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1. Introduction: About Abac Capital
and the fund
1.1 Letter from our CEO and Co-Founder
Three years ago, Borja, Javier and I started a new professional journey together, after a
fruitful career in a global private equity house. We established our partnership in Barcelona and we incorporated Abac Capital with the ultimate goal of becoming one day
a leading alternative asset manager in Southern Europe.
Since then, we have come a long way. We recruited a top-notch team, raised our first
private equity fund, and started deploying our sustainable value investing strategy,
partnering with great management teams and entrepreneurs.
We feel privileged for the opportunity that our investment decisions bring to help improve the life of our different stakeholders. Our investors represent many people’s savings from around the world. Our portfolio companies employ hundreds of workers
that are entrenched in their local communities, not only in Spain but also in many
other countries. Countless customers buy the products and services of our portfolio
companies every day. We owe what we have achieved so far to all of them.
To invest the capital that is entrusted to us, sustainably and profitably, we have set very
high standards. When we go back home every night we want our families and friends
to be proud of what we do and how we do it. Our moral compass is and must be at
the front and center of our strategy. We cannot and will not take shortcuts that could
compromise our integrity or our fiduciary duty towards our investors.
Our profession entails making difficult calls with limited information. Only with strong
and embedded corporate values, and clear processes for sourcing, executing deals,
monitoring, reporting and exiting investments, we will be able to excel at investing
while caring for the relevant stakeholders.
At Abac, we are building entrepreneurial organizations that aim to excel in their markets, operating with integrity and as cohesive teams that respect the diversity of our
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society. With this purpose, we embrace the principles for responsible investment, and
we are signatories of the United Nations PRI since our foundation.
Today, we are proud to launch our first ESG report that reflects not only who we are and
what we do, but also how we do it. We firmly believe that investing with responsibility,
caring about the environmental, social and governance consequences of our decisions,
is the correct way to go.
We are passionate about improving the ESG performance of all our investments. Our
team is committed to measuring the right KPIs to ensure that when we transfer our
companies to the next owners we deliver better and more sustainable businesses than
those we received.
Finally, I would like to thank the Abac Capital team and all the ESG leaders at our
portfolio companies for their strong support and dedication in putting together this
report and the underlying processes, systems and KPIs that deliver the results we have
achieved thus far.

Oriol Pinya
Abac Capital CEO
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1.2 History
Founded in 2014, Abac Capital is an independent advisor of Private Equity fund managers. Based in Barcelona, the firm advises Abac Solutions Manager S.à r.l. on investments across the capital structure of solid Spanish businesses that require financial
support or capital for growth.
Abac’s founders bring over 50 years of investment experience to the partnership in a
myriad of industries, countries, stages of development and deal structures. Collectively,
the partners have advised, managed and exited over € 2.7 billion in equity and debt-like
instruments in over 30 companies.

1.3 Our Role
Abac Capital is the exclusive advisor of Abac Solutions Manager S.à r.l., manager of all Abac Funds,
which mainly invest in Spanish mid-sized companies. Abac Solutions Manager S.à r.l., as the fund’s GP,
is the decision-making body for the fund and makes
investment and divestment decisions based on recommendations from the Abac Capital team.
In Abac Capital, we believe that we add value to the
companies the funds back through operational excellence, strong personal and professional relationships, deep industry knowledge and financial acumen. Thus, and to align our interests
with the fund’s investors, we commit our wealth to our investment advice as we invest
alongside fund investors.
We think long-term and we take the business seriously and responsibly. Thus, we put
our hearts, heads and pockets behind the businesses we back, while we share our success with the other stakeholders.

1.4 Our Approach
The funds have the mission to invest profitably in solid Spanish medium-sized companies that require long-term flexible capital solutions. We set our focus mainly on
the industries we know well and where we have previously made money for investors:
Consumer, TMT, Services, Industrials and Energy.
We like solid cash flow positive businesses led by great teams that face complex situa-
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tions like ownership transitions, over levered balance sheets or lack of liquidity to fund
their growth. Abac Solutions’ fund I does not invest in start-ups, real estate or in operationally distressed situations.

1.5 Why Abac
Some reasons why entrepreneurs, company owners and management teams choose
to work with us are:
Integrity: we never compromise, as we see integrity as non-negotiable. We always do
the right thing even if it takes longer or costs more. We believe in the PRI guidelines
and we do not take shortcuts, as our reputation is our most valued asset.
Experienced team with a successful track record: Abac Capital’s founders have excelled investing together in a variety of situations for almost 20 years. We devote our
depth of experience to ensure that we understand each particular situation properly
and we devise the optimal solution. Abac Solutions I is one of the very few Southern
European private equity funds focused exclusively on medium sized businesses that
face complex situations.
Committed capital behind our ideas: we always put our money where our mouth is.
We always co-invest with the fund’s L.P.s and management teams as we truly believe
this is the best way to align our interest and focus on long-term value creation.
Long-term relationships: the funds are committed to supporting businesses throughout the cycle, to make them succeed. We do not speculate. Once the funds commit
to a business, they are loyal to their teams and help them execute the agreed business
plan.
Certainty of Execution: once we decide we want to go ahead and recommend a deal,
we commit the resources and senior attention across the entire firm and the necessary
capital from the funds to ensure the transaction closes timely and fairly. We have a simple, fast and structured decision-making process, that delivers clear feedback during
the execution phase of a deal.
Strong partnership with portfolio companies: when the funds invest capital in a business, it is only the beginning of the journey. We are a hands-on advisor that supports
management teams, who are a core part of our team, to develop their plans and execute their strategy. Our operating partners provide in-depth analysis and seamless execution skills to get the job done. Our boards of directors have clear agendas, long-term
and sustainability focus, and encourage bold capital expenditures to improve and expand the businesses. Our investment team is constantly looking for add-on acquisitions and growth opportunities consistent with portfolio companies’ strategy.
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“We believe that we
add value to the
businesses we back
and are proud of
the way we conduct
business”
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1.6 Abac at a glance
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2015

2016

Number of portfolio companies

2

3

Of which social impact companies

0

1

-

-

€ 63m

€ 112m

237

580

50%

66%

0%

100%

-

100%

+ New investment

- Exits

Total revenue of portfolio companies

FTEs directly employed

Portfolio c. with energy efﬁciency measures

Portfolio c. with Code of ethics

Portfolio c. participating in ESG report
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2. Abac Responsible Investment
strategy and our commitment to
sustainable value investing
Our values are our most important asset, deeply embedded in our behavior, both in investing related activities as well as in any other aspects of our work. Our responsible Investment Strategy and our Citizenship activities are a direct consequence of our values.
In this section, we will illustrate how our values define i) our Responsible Investment
Strategy and ii) our Citizenship. At the end of this section we will summarize our yearly
Responsible Investment objectives and progress.

2.1 Abac Values
Abac Capital lives with passion and strives to promote the following values that define
who we are and what we do. These values are deeply engrained in our beliefs. We are
committed to them, and they help us shape a better firm.

Integrity: uncompromising promise to do the right thing and to be honest and direct
in our internal and external interactions.
Entrepreneurship: we are constantly looking for new opportunities for the funds. We
look forward to partnering with entrepreneurs and teams that seek to excel at what
they do. See a problem? Bring a solution. See an opportunity? Chase it!
Excellence: we work hard to excel at whatever we
do, as we are personally accountable for what we
do and we owe it to the funds. We hire and train
top professionals to deliver excellent solutions.
Team: we play, win and lose together. We complement each other, just like a jazz band playing in
the same boat. We are all accountable for our job
and we take responsibility for our actions individually and as a team.
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Respect: we like different backgrounds
and opinions, as we think it makes us not
only better professionals but also better
human beings. We pride ourselves in respecting all types of people, opinions, beliefs, and nationalities. Our recommendations
are apolitical, fair and based on merits, after listening to all stakeholders.
Social consciousness: sharing time, knowledge and money with the underprivileged
is an integral part of who we are and what we do. 1% of all our profits go to charity
projects where the Abac Capital team is personally involved.

2.2 Responsible Investment policy
When Abac had to define its Responsible Investment (RI) policy, it was crucial first to
define why ESG was important for us and which should be the key pillars of our RI
policy. Abac has been a signatory of UN PRI (United Nations Principles of Responsible
Investment) since its inception.
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2.2.1 Why ESG?
At Abac Capital we acknowledge that our investment decisions impact the life
of our portfolio companies, our employees and our communities.
We have a fiduciary duty towards our investors and we are committed to the
utmost ethical behavior. This is a key success factor for our reputation as partners
of choice. Thus, since inception, Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors and a strong culture of Citizenship are at the heart of our CSR policy.

2.2.2 Key pillars of Responsible Investment policy
Abac’s investment policy is sustained on three pillars; integrity, stewardship and
citizenship.
Integrity:
■■ At Abac we have an uncompromising commitment to do the right thing and
to be honest and direct in our internal and external communications. At Abac
we understand that generating trust with our investors, advisors, management teams and any stakeholders is fundamental for our future success
■■ Conflicts of interest: The Supervisory Board (formed by a limited number of
core LPs) guards our investors’ interests and together with Abac’s management team solves any potential conflicts of interest
■■ Governance: We keep strict policies that prohibit any non-ethical behavior, i.e.
bribery and other improper payments to public officials consistent with the
OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
■■ Confidentiality: Abac takes its confidentiality policy very seriously. All employees are required to sign a confidentiality agreement and no information is
provided to third parties unless they have adhered to a non-disclosure agreement. Target companies are referred to using a project name and any material shared with external parties is sanitized or regulated under a back to back
non-disclosure agreement.
Stewardship:
■■ We are aligned with the long-term interests of our portfolio companies. We
have the philosophy that Abac funds should leave a positive footprint in our
portfolio companies and leave them stronger or in a better position than
when we acquired them
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■■ Socially responsible investing: As professional investors, we have a fiduciary
duty towards our portfolio companies, employees and society, and we are
committed to the utmost ethical behavior. This is a key success factor for our
reputation as partners of choice. ESG principles are part of our DNA. ESG is
monitored during the investment process by the deal team and reported to
Approval and Investment Committees and in portfolio companies by the
Portfolio Review Committee. An ESG red flag is sufficient reason not to
pursue an opportunity.
Citizenship:
■■ We take pride in our extensive commitment to community service and
nonprofit organizations. Key elements of our citizenship initiative include:
Nonprofit board service, pro bono work, collaboration with Foundations, the
Matching Gift Program and support to Microfinance institutions. Sharing
time, knowledge and money with the underprivileged is an integral part of
who we are and what we do. 1% of all our profits go to charity projects where
the Abac Capital team is personally involved

2.2.3 UN PRI
As institutional investors, we have a duty to act in the best long-term interests
of our beneficiaries. In this fiduciary role, we believe that ESG issues can affect
the performance of investment portfolios (to varying degrees across companies,
sectors, regions, asset classes and through time). We also recognize that applying
these Principles may better align investors with broader objectives for society.
Therefore, we are consistent with our fiduciary responsibilities, and as UN PRI signatories, we commit to the following UN Principles for Responsible Investment:
■■ Principle 1: We incorporate ESG issues into our investment analysis and decision-making processes
■■ Principle 2: We are active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and practices
■■ Principle 3: We seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in
which we invest
■■ Principle 4: We promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles
within the investment industry
■■ Principle 5: We work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing
the Principles
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■■ Principle 6: We each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles
These principles are part of Abac’s DNA and all Investment Professionals bear
them in mind.
Abac has been a UN PRI signatory since its inception.

2.2.3.1 UN PRI assessment
(Last: 2016)
2016 has been Abac’s first UN PRI
reporting year, having joined the
initiative in 2015 at the time of
the first closing of Abac Solutions
I. 2016 was “voluntary to report”
for Abac and we decided to do so
and obtained a positive result on
our initial assessment: “A” score vs.
“B” medium score of all signatories
for “Strategy and Governance” and
“Private Equity”.
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SUMMARY SCORECARD

AUM

YOUR
SCORE

MODULE NAME

Indirect Manager
Selection,
Appointment&
Monitoring

Direct & Active
Ownership
Modules

0

01. Strategy & Governance

A

0

02. Listed Equity

Not applicable

0

03. Fixed Income - SSA

Not applicable

0

04. Fixed Income -Corporate
financial

Not applicable

0

05. Fixed Income -Corporate
non financial

Not applicable

0

06. Fixed Income -Securitised

Not applicable

0

07. Private Equity

Not applicable

0

08. Property

Not applicable

0

09. Infraestructure

Not applicable

0

10. Listed Equity Incorporation

Not applicable

0

11. Listed Equity - Ownership

Not applicable

0

12. Fixed Income - SSA

Not applicable

0

13. Fixed Income -Corporate
financial

Not applicable

0

14. Fixed Income -Corporate
non financial

Not applicable

0

15. Fixed Income -Securitised

Not applicable

> 50%

16. Private Equity

0

17. Property

Not applicable

0

18. Infraestructure

Not applicable

A

YOUR
SCORE

MEDIUM
SCORE

B

B

Abac reports in two UN PRI categories:
■■ Strategy and governance, which covers an organization’s overall approach to
RI, and compares to all asset managers
■■ Private equity, where it is compared to other PE funds.
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STRATEGY AND GOVERNANCE: INDICATOR SCORECARD
This module covers your organisation’s overall to responsible
investment, including governance, responsible investment policy,
objectives and targets, the resources allocated to responsible
investment and the approach to collaboration on repsonsible
investment and public policy-related issues.
If your organisation did not respond to an applicable indicator, you
will see a score of ***

MODULE

STRATEGY AND GOVERNANCE

TOTAL SCORE

23* (out of a maximum 30* from 10+++ indicators including the
following additionally assessed indicators: SG 07a, SG 07B)

BAND

A

SECTION

RI Policy

Objectives &
Strategies

Governance
& Human
Resources

Promoting
RI

Assurance of
responses

INDICATOR

MEDIAN

PEER
SCORE

NUM.

TYPE

TOPIC

SG01

Core

RI Policy and coverage

SG02

Core

Publicly available RI policy or
guidance documents

SG03

Core

Conflicts of interest

SG04

Core

RI goals and objectives

SG06

Core

RI roles and responsibilities

SG07a

Additional

SG07b

YOUR
SCORE

★★★

★✩✩

★★✩

★★★

★★★

★★★

★★★

★★★

★★★

★★★

RI in performance management
& rewards

★★★

★★★

Additional

RI in personal development &
training

★✩✩

★★★

SG08

Core

Collaborative organisations /
initiatives

★★✩

★✩✩

SG09

Core

Promoting RI independently

★★★

★★★

SG10

Additional

Dialogue with public policy
makers

✩✩✩

✩✩✩

SG11

Additional

Internal / external review of
responses

★★✩

✩✩✩

(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)
(1081)

+++ The total number of indicators used to determine your score may be less than the full set of indicators above
at the assessment metodology discards your lowest scoring additional assessed indicators.
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ABAC COMPARED TO ALL UN PRI
Responsible
Investment
Policy

Objectives
&
Strategies

Assurance
0 stars

Promoting
RI

All responsive

Governance
& HR

Your score

Assurance: Not graded in first reporting year. Expected to obtain
higher score next year given RI KPI’s tracking and improvement in
MC and Figueras.
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PRIVATE EQUITY: INDICATOR SCORECARD
This module covers looks at responsible investment
implementation during fundraising, pre- and post-investment
processes.

MODULE

STRATEGY AND GOVERNANCE

TOTAL SCORE

30* (out of a maximum 33* from 11 indicators including the following
additionally assessed indicators: PE06, PE10, PE11, PE12)

BAND

A

SECTION

Overview

INDICATOR
NUM.

TYPE

TOPIC

PE04

Core

Investment guidelines and RI

PE05

Core

PE06

Postinvestment
(monitoring
& active
ownership)

Output and
outcomes

YOUR
SCORE

★★★

★★★

Fund placement documents
and RI

★★✩

★★★

Additional

Formal commitments to RI in
LPAs

★✩✩

★★★

PE09

Core

ESG issues in investment
selection process

★★★

★★★

PE10

Additional

ESG information considered in
investment selection

★★★

★★★

PE11

Additional

Continous improvements in
investees

✩✩✩

★★★

PE12

Additional

ESG impact measures in
selection process

★★★

★★★

PE13

Core

Proportion of companies ESG
performance in investment
monitoring

★★✩

★★★

PE14

Core

Percentatge of portfolio
companies with sustainability
policy

★✩✩

★★★

PE15

Additional

Actions taken by portfolio
companies to incorporate ESG
issues into operations

★✩✩

★★★

PE17

Additional

ESG issues in pre-exit

✩✩✩

✩✩✩

PE18

Additional

ESG issues affected financial /
ESG performance

✩✩✩

✩✩✩

Fundraising

Preinvestment
(selection)

MEDIAN

PEER
SCORE
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(286)
(286)
(286)
(286)
(286)
(286)
(286)

(286)

(286)

(286)

(286)
(286)

SECTION

Communication

INDICATOR

MEDIAN

PEER
SCORE

YOUR
SCORE

NUM.

TYPE

TOPIC

PE20a

Core

Disclosure of approach to
public

✩✩✩

✩✩✩

PE20b

Core

Disclosure of approach to
clients / beneficiaries

★★✩

★★★

(286)
(286)

+++ The total number of indicators used to determine your score may be less than the full set of indicators above
at the assessment metodology discards your lowest scoring additional assessed indicators.

ABAC COMPARED TO PE SIGNATORIES
Overview

Fundraising

Communication

0 stars

Preinvestment

Outputs &
Outcomes

Postinvestment

All responsive

Your score

2.2.4 ESG in practice
ESG is seriously considered at all levels:
■■ At portfolio company level: one employee is appointed as ESG captain, to
ensure ESG application, collect ESG data, update ESG initiatives status and
prepare ESG reporting.
■■ At advisor to GP level:
▶▶ Abac’s CEO is involved in Responsible Investment policy definition and
participates in the definition of objectives for portfolio companies.
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▶ The Compliance officer is responsible for the implementation of ESG
practices both in Abac Capital and in portfolio companies.
■ At GP level: the ESG officer supervises and enforces investment advisor ESG
practices and documentation and portfolio companies ESG progress.
■ At Fund level: Fund supervised by ILPAC, who will solve potential Conflicts of
Interest and could question GP decisions.

GOVERNANCE in SUMMARY

Each company has an
ESG captain who ensures
ESG application ans prepares ESG reporting

ILPAC
supervises

ABAC Solutions
(the Fund)

owns

PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES

manages

ABAC Solutions
Manager
(the GP)

supervises
advises

ABAC Capital
(advisor
to GP)

manage

Board of
Directors

Involved in Responsible Investment policy
definition
Participates in ESG
objectives definition for
portfolio companies

ABAC
CEO

supervises and
enforces RI and ESG

ESG
Officer

Compliance
Officer

Verifies investment advisor and documentation
and portfolio companies
ESG progress

ESG responsible for ABAC
Capital (independent
advisor) and portfolio
companies

2.2.4.1 Code of conduct
All Abac employees adhere to a Code of Conduct after completing a Compliance Training when joining the firm. Key topics covered include:
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■■ List of topics that require notification to Compliance Officer.
■■ Insider Dealing prohibition (employees and connected persons).
■■ Personal Account Dealing Policy.
■■ How to identify conflicts of interest, how to deal with them and communicate
them.
■■ Gifts and Entertainment Policy – any given or received gift above €200 must
be reported to the Compliance Officer.
■■ Anti-Money Laundering / Terrorist Financing sanction checks during due diligence.
■■ Strict anti-Bribery and Corruption policy for Abac employees and portfolio
companies.
■■ Strict duty of confidentiality and Abac best practices to preserve it.
■■ Document retention policy.
■■ Data protection: usage of information for business purposes and respect personal data privacy.
Abac also ensures that all portfolio company employees adhere to a Code of
Conduct or Ethical Code. Key topics include: the respect for company values,
human rights, people and diversity; the professional development of employees
with equality of opportunities; the importance of ensuring safety and health
in the workplace; the right usage and protection of company assets; corporate
image and reputation; loyalty to the company; management of information and
knowledge; and do’s and don’ts in relationships with clients, suppliers and other
collaborators, including a policy regarding gifts/invitations to/from clients and
suppliers.

2.2.4.2 Conflict of interest resolution
At Abac we follow a three-layer approach to Conflicts of Interest (“COI”) resolution.
1. Abac Capital, as investment advisor, has a Compliance Officer who is responsible for solving COI
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▶▶ All Abac employees undertake training to identify and appropriately
manage all different kinds of possible conflicts of interest (regulated in
Abac Capital’s Compliance Training Manual). Any potential conflict of
interest must be notified to the ESG Officer
2. One Abac Solutions Manager S.à r.l. (“ASM”) director holds the ESG Officer title
and is responsible for solving any COI
▶▶ Any final decision on investments is taken by ASM’s Board, which is
independent of Abac Capital S.L. This guarantees unbiased decision
making and thus eliminates any conflict of interest
3. The Supervisory Board (formed by a limited number of core LPs) veils for investors’ interests and negotiates with Abac Capital’s management team to
solve any potential conflict of interest. Potential conflicts may include (none
of them is currently applicable):
▶▶ Discussion around potential key man substitution
▶▶ Conflicts between two different funds advised by Abac Capital
▶▶ Contracts with related parties

2.2.5 Sustainable value investing
Sustainable value investing is Abac’s motto since we believe that we add value to
the companies the funds back through operational excellence, strong personal
and professional relationships, deep industry knowledge, financial acumen and
deep ESG commitment.
Sustainable value investing implies generating value in portfolio companies. One
of our principles is that when we sell a company it must be better than when we
acquired it; it is the only way we believe we can generate substantial value for our
shareholders and we can help develop the communities we invest in sustainably.
We believe we can add value in two ways:
■■ Value investing: identifying opportunities to improve a company. Typically,
those include optimization of product mix, improvement of operations, rationalizing costs, helping business international expansion and leading market
consolidation while generating synergies
■■ Being sustainable owners: creating companies that generate a positive social
impact thanks to improved environmental, social and governance policies.
Policies that lower emissions, generate less waste or use less resources lead
to economic savings. Social policies help workforce to be more motivated
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and thus more productive, and also help lowering churn and absenteeism.
Implementing strict governance policies enables better and clearer decision
making and reduces legal, fiscal and PR risks.
We strongly believe that long-term value necessarily comes from the combination of improving the business and doing so in a sustainable manner.

1

VALUE
INVESTING

PRODUCT MIX
OPTIMIZATION
COSTS
RACIONALIZATION

OPERATIONS
OPTIMIZATION

INTERNATIONAL
EXPANSION

MARKET
CONSOLIDATION

CREATING LONG TERM VALUE
Lower emissions /
waste Energy / water
saving

More productive
workforce /
Lower churn and
absenteeism

Better structures &
decision making /
Reduce legal / fiscal
/ PR risk

Measure and manage
environmental
impact

Introduce social
policies

Code of conduct,
suppliers homologation,
Board of Directors

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

SUSTAINABLE
OWNERSHIP
2

3
360º RISK MANAGEMENT TOOL
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2.2.5.1 ESG aspects in our risk management framework
Abac has developed a proprietary risk management framework based on EVCA’s
Risk Measurement guidelines. ESG topics are covered in it and there is a specific
section for ESG risk (or positive impact) tracking. See an example below of the
summary outputs produced.

Figueras’ operational risk assessment
Management

Default

Information

Lack of
influence

Regulatory
0 stars

Compliance

Supply

Industrial

Demand

Dec. 2016

At entry

Metalcaucho’s ESG risk assessment (impact on financial performance)
At entry

Dec. 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

Impact on financial performance:

Negative
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Neutral

Positive

2.3 Citizenship
We believe that it is important for Abac to be an example. We take pride in our extensive commitment to community service and nonprofit organizations. Key elements of
our citizenship initiative include:
Abac to Foundations: Abac Capital donates 1% of its annual profits to a selected group
of nonprofit organizations sponsored by our employees.
Matching Gift Program: Abac matches euro for euro the donations that our employees make to charitable and nonprofit organizations where they volunteer their time
for service.
Responsible investment promotion: Abac team proactively talks and promotes ESG
and Responsible Investment in any public forum (private equity conferences, talks in
universities, roundtable discussions, etc.) and has incorporated ESG as part of the Abac
pitch.
Pro bono work: Abac employees devote part of their work time to collaborating with
NGOs
■■ Nonprofit Board service: we encourage and help our team members to take
active board positions in nonprofit and charitable organizations and help
them with our organizational expertise and network of contacts.
■■ Microfinance: : we have a strategic agreement with Gawa Capital. We sit on
its investment committee and have helped improve their investment assessment materials and provided legal advice on fund structuring and setup.
■■ Social entrepreneurship: Abac Capital collaborates with Ship2B, analyzing
and offering investment recommendations on social early stage entrepreneurial projects. One Abac member participates in Approval Committees.
Abac’s CEO is a Ship2B patron and member of the Investment Committee.
■■ Educational support to Schools: our investment professionals collaborate
with FemCAT’s “Escola i Empresa” (School & Business) program.
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Abac Capital is proud to actively collaborate and support the following institutions:

Banc d’Aliments

Cottolengo del Padre Alegre

The Banc d’Aliments is managed by an independent
charitable private Foundation, apolitical, secular and
a non-profit organization. The main objective is to
recover surplus food and distribute it to local entities
that deliver it to people in need. In 2016, they collected
17,915,000 Kg of food, which were distributed amongst
137,156 beneficiaries, with the help of 213 volunteers.
The Banc d’Aliments carries out regular campaigns to
raise awareness among the population and collect vast
amounts of food.

Cottolengo del Padre Alegre is an institution created
in 1939 in Barcelona as a home for poor people with
incurable diseases. All its activities are based on the
concept of divine providence: they don’t receive any
grants, and never ask nor accept anything coming from
a request. They only accept any type of unprompted
help, be it a monetary donation, clothes, food, books…
and above all help from everybody who wishes to make
their project a reality.

Itinerarium Foundation

FemCAT - Fundació Privada d’Empresaris

The origins of Itinerarium Foundation go back to 2007,
when a group of senior professionals with a long track
record in the field of social and educational intervention,
both in Spain and in Latin America, got together. In

FemCAT, Businesspersons Private Foundation, works
since 2004 elaborating proposals and generating
initiatives that help economic and social development in
Catalunya. To achieve this, they believe that companies
and society must work together. They propose working
on four concepts:

2010 they decided to constitute the foundation with the
mission of developing projects to improve educational
and social processes.

1. Improve entrepreneurial and innovation capacity
2. Improve Catalunya’s competitiveness
3. Guarantee social cohesion
4. Showcase Catalunya to the world
One of the specific initiatives, “Escola i Empresa”, aims to
introduce the world of business and startups to school
students. In 1 hour sessions, an entrepreneur, business
manager or owner will chat with a class of students
about the role and importance of companies in society.
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Fundación Recover-Hospitales para África

Gawa Capital

GAWA Capital is an impact investing advisory firm that
supports social entrepreneurs in under-served and
low-income markets. Gawa Capital promotes social
and economic development by leveraging private
capital markets. They advise investment funds (Gawa
Microfinance Fund and Global Financial Inclusion Fund)
to support the growth of social enterprises in depressed
areas while seeking financial returns for investors and
positive impact for Society.

The Recover Hospitals for Africa Foundation was born
in Spain in 2006 as part of the initiative of a group
of professionals linked to the healthcare sector, who
wanted to improve the Health Service in developing
countries. Recover is a private, laic and non-profit
institution. The Recover Foundation is born to participate
in the development of Health services in Africa, always
based on working together with local partners.

Nuevo Futuro

Ship2B

The New Future Association is a non-profit organization
that was founded in 1968. Its aim is to foster care,
human and social development of children and young
people deprived of a normal family environment in
order to promote their integral development through
individual attention.

Ship2B is a private foundation whose objective is to
accelerate business projects that have a high social
impact, making a community of mentors, experts,
entities and large companies available to the best
entrepreneurs. Furthermore, it is the first and biggest
impact investment network in Spain, together with a coinvestment vehicle to support disruptive start-ups which
achieve a double return: economic and social.
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2.3.1 Summary of Collaborative activities

During 2016 Abac Capital employees have carried out the following volunteering
and pro bono activities:
■■ Two volunteering projects (164 hours contributed)
▶▶ Volunteer day at Cottolengo del Padre Alegre, cleaning the premises, doing maintenance works and feeding the residents. In
addition to the firm-wide Volunteer Day,
Abac members volunteer in small groups
on a recurring basis at Cottolengo
▶▶ Volunteer day at “Banc dels Aliments”, sorting and organizing food donated during
a large recollection campaign for people
in need during the Christmas season
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■■ 23 investment opportunities analyzed for Ship2b. An Abac Vice President attended 4 Approval Committees and an Abac Partner participated in 4 Investment Committees
■■ Strategic support to GAWA
■■ 3 ESG presentations in Universities / Public forums
■■ 4 interventions in Public schools to advise young students in Management
and entrepreneurship
■■ Abac team are members of various leadership teams

2.4 Responsible Investment objectives
Abac sets its responsible investment activity objectives every year during Q1 and reviews and updates them quarterly. The table below summarizes the objectives set for
2016 and the progress achieved during the year.

OBJECTIVE

KPI

PROGRESS ACHIEVED IN 2016

Provide ESG training

Advisor employees
and portfolio company
management with ESG
training

Received training:
- 100 % of ABAC Solutions Manager
employees
- 100 % of ABAC Capital employees
- 100 % of Portfolio companies’ top
management

Increase portfolio
performance by
considering ESG
factors

# of Portfolio companies
introducing energy cost
saving measures/ # of
Portfolio companies

100 % of Portfolio companies introduced
electricity cost saving measures

Improve Portfolio ESG
ratings

# of Portfolio companies
reporting ESG metrics /#
of Portfolio companies

100 % of Portfolio companies reporting
ESG metrics.
In Q1 2017, an ESG report has been
prepared.

# of collaborative
initiatives per year

- 23 Collaborations with ship 2B
- Strategic collaboration with GAWA
- 2 volunteering projects (164h)
- 3 ESG presentations in Universities /
Public forums
- 4 orientation sessions in schools
- Abac team members of various
leadership teams

Participating in RI
iniciatives
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3. ESG in our investment process
ESG issues are taken into consideration throughout the whole investment process.
We take pre-deal ESG Factors into consideration, we track ESG activities and improvements in portfolio companies and we include ESG in both public and private reporting
and communications to investors.

PRE-DEAL

ESG POLICIES

EXAMPLES

- ESG included in DD
(internal + external)

- ESG report for Pitstop, Oval, Scale, Flour,
Straw, etc.

- ESG discussed in
Committees and actions
taken

- Included ESG related Conditions Precedent
and R&W

- Dismissed deals because of ESG concerns

▼
All Portfolio companies implementd ESG
KPI’s and initiatives, wich are tracked at BoD

PORTFOLIO

- 100-day plan includes
ESG action plan and KPI’s

- E: Policy to reduce packaging materials and
recycle

- ESG KPI’s tracking
included in reporting and
discussed in Board of
Directors

- S: Independent advisor to assess safety
risks and implement upgrades; diversity
policy; trainings
- G: Set up of BoD incl. external advisors;
Code of Conduct; Suppliers homologation
process

▼
REPORTING &
COMMUNICATION

- ESG included in Investment Memorandums
- Annual filling of UNPRI and internal ESG reports
- Promotion of Responsible Investing in public and private forums

3.1 ESG Pre-Deal
ESG is carefully analyzed before a deal is completed. See in chart below a summary of
the pre-deal investment process and how ESG is considered in each stage.
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Summary of pre-deal ESG activities in Abac Capital

INVESTMENT
PROCESS

1

DEAL
SOURCING

ESG ISSUES
ADDRESSED
Any potential deal is rejected if:
- Business excluded in Abac’s investment guidelines
- Evidence from deal team of serious ESG issue

▼
2

APPROVAL
COMMITTEE

- CIO to include ESG related issues in Approval Committee
notes
- Approval Committee would dismiss a deal that has an ESG
red flag

▼
3

DUE
DILIGENCE

- Deal team to include ESG as part of due diligence
- ESG report requested to external advisor

▼
4

MANAGEMENT PLAN /
100-day PLAN

Management 100-day plan to include actions to solve any
identified ESG issues and actions to improve key metrics

▼
5

INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE

- ESG and reputational matters taken into consideration
by the Committee when submiting an investment
recommendation
- Anti-money laundering and sanctions checks are carried out

ESG issues are addressed in the same way for all investments
(regardless of sector, geography or investment thesis). However,
special watch-outs are set in specific cases:
- Manufacturing industries: external Environmental due dillligence
performed
- Companies conducting procurement in emerging markets: check
of supplier labor conditions. Implement suppliers homologation
process post-acquisition
- Industries prone to deal with undeclared income (tipically retail
businesses using cash)
- Companies that mostly sell through tender processes: check
existence of bribes / corruption
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Abac Capital, as Independent Investment Advisor includes ESG in the following investment decision stages:
1. Deal sourcing:
Any potential deal is rejected if:
▶▶ Target company is engaged in a business which is not included in
Abac’s investment guidelines: manufacture or distribution of military
weapons, prostitution, gambling and tobacco manufacturing.
▶▶ Evidence from the deal team that a company has a material issue in
Human Rights, Labour, Environment or Corruption, as defined by UN
Global Compact
In 2016 some deals have been dismissed because of ESG concerns raised by the deal 		
team.
2. Approval Committee:
▶▶ Deal team has the mandate to include a section on ESG findings in
Approval Committee materials. The Chief Investment Officer (CIO)
always enquires about any ESG related issues and answers are included in Approval Committee notes
▶▶ Approval Committee dismisses deals with material ESG red flags
3. Due Diligence:
▶▶ Deal team pays special attention to identifying any human rights, labour, environment, corruption or money laundering issue or unlawful
and unethical behaviors during due diligence (during company visits,
management interviews, etc.)
▶▶ A ESG report is always requested from an external advisor, including situation assessment, areas of improvement and potential deal breakers.
An environmental report is requested for manufacturing businesses or
if a specific threat is identified
4. Management Plan/100-day plan:
During final due diligence stages a business plan is prepared by the company
management, with support from the Deal team.
▶▶ The plan would include actions to solve any identified ESG issue and
actions to improve key metrics
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5. Investment Committee
▶▶ Approval by the Compliance Officer is required on ESG matters Investment Committee (IC)
▶▶ ESG is always discussed during IC and reported in Investment Committee minutes
▶▶ ESG and reputational matters are taken into consideration by the
Committee when submitting an investment recommendation
▶▶ Anti-money laundering and sanction checks are carried out on (1) deal
co-investors, (2) portfolio companies (prior to signing) and (3) seller/buyer in buy/sell processes
6. ESG in Abac Solutions Manager:
▶▶ During an ASM Investment Committee an ASM ESG Officer verifies that
Abac Capital has considered ESG aspects in the investment process

3.1.1 ESG pre-deal in practice: Example of issues identified in
Metalcaucho
In this section, we would like to illustrate how we bring our ESG policy into practice pre-deal using Metalcaucho as an example. During Due Diligence the deal
team identified a series of potential ESG issues. The table below summarizes the
most relevant ones and the actions to eliminate or mitigate them.

DEAL TEAM CONCERNS

ACTION TAKEN

Lack of public accounts filling

Included as Condition Precedent in SPA

No formal suppliers’
homologation process in place
and far-east sourcing

- Obtained seller’s assurance that suppliers were fully
compliant with UN labor and environmental principles
- Third party ESG due dilligence
- Inclusion of suppliers’ homologation process in 100day plan
-Suppliers’ homologation progress to be reported in
Board of Directors
- Hired an expert in Far East sourcing as Purchasing
Director
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3.2 ESG post deal: measures taken in all companies
The 100-day plan prepared together with the management team includes specific
ESG measures which are implemented from day 1 once a company is acquired. Typical
measures that we introduce in our portfolio companies at entry include:

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

- Consumption KPI’s tracking
in reporting

- Social KPIs included in
reporting

- Recycling policy

- Diversity policy

- Waste reduction measures

- Labor risks assessment

- Code of conduct
- Independent Board of
Directors
- Audit and remuneration
committee
- Supplier homologation

Once management has taken grip of the business, ESG objectives are discussed and
set in one of the Boards of directors. Progress is included quarterly in reporting and can
be revised and updated if required. The remuneration committee has the mandate to
include ESG implementation as part of the management variable compensation.
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4. 2016 ESG development
This section summarizes ESG year-end metrics for Abac Capital, Metalcaucho
and Figueras.
A KPI panel for Pronokal is being implemented at the time this report is being written,
as part of the 100-day plan (deal was signed on 30th December 2016). Quarterly data
and detailed action plans for each portfolio company are available upon request.
We are also delighted to present some ESG best practices and success stories from our
portfolio companies: Metalcaucho moving to new premises with better working conditions, Figueras’ social policy and the Pronokal Foundation.
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4.1 ESG metrics of portfolio companies & Abac

ENVIRONMENTAL / ABAC SOLUTIONS - PORTFOLIO
ESG - December 2016
Good progress

In progress

Action required

METAL

Environmental policy

Waste management policy

Initiatives in place to reduce paper and/or
packaging usage

Initiatives in place to reduce Utilities
Consumption

No serious environmental incident in the
last 12 months

Requires its sub-contractors to adhere to
environmental best practices
Reports to the Board of Directors on
the main environmental risks identified
through its enviromental analysis

FINAL ASSESSMENT 2016

2015

At acquisition
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PORTFOLIO
ASSESSMENT

SOCIAL / ABAC SOLUTIONS - PORTFOLIO
ESG - December 2016
Good progress

In progress

Action required

PORTFOLIO
ASSESSMENT

Compliance with health and safety rules
(information and training plans)
Diversity policy that takes into
account percentatge of women and
handicapped employees, amongst others
(implementation)

Workers’ Council

Require sub-contractors/ suppliers to
adhere to social best practices

Corporate Volunteering

FINAL ASSESSMENT 2016

2015

At acquisition
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GOVERNANCE / ABAC SOLUTIONS - PORTFOLIO
ESG - December 2016
Good progress

In progress

Action required

PORTFOLIO
ASSESSMENT

Board of Directors

% Independent Directors ≥ 30%

% Women Directors ≥ 20%

Audit Committee

Nomination & Remuneration Committee

Code of Conduct

Anti-corruption policy

FINAL ASSESSMENT 2016

2015

At acquisition
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KPI IMPLEMENTATION IN REPORTING / ABAC SOLUTIONS - PORTFOLIO
ESG - December 2016
Good progress

In progress

Action required

PORTFOLIO
ASSESSMENT
Electricity Consumption
Water Consumption
N/A

Gas Consumption
CO2 Generation
Headcount
% Women
% Handicapped Employees
% Temporary Employees
% Absenteeism
% Employee Turnover
Number of Accidents

FINAL ASSESSMENT 2016
2015
At acquisition
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KPI METRICS

ABAC FUND
Total Revenue (€´000)

38.723 K€

31.888 K€

70.611 K€

Electricity Consumption (kwh) (LTM)

644.538kw

1.408.845kw

2.053.383kw

Electricity Consumption (€) (LTM)

71.875 €

168.266 €

240.141 €

Water Consumption (litres) (LTM)

432.000 l

3.854.000 l

4.286.000 l

Water Consumption (€) (LTM)

1.181 €

9.379 €

10.560 €

Gas Consumption (kwh) (LTM)

N

50.000

50.000

Gas Consumption (€) (LTM)

N

22.815 €

22.815 €

N/A

N/A

87

137

224

7,0%

35,0%

26,2%

N

N

0,0%

1,2%

0,7%

0,8%

N

Y

50,0%

% Absenteeism

N/A

2,4%

% Turnover

N/A

N/A

9

6

15

100,0%

17,0%

66,8%

Y

Y

100%

% Independent Directors

40%

20%

30%

% Women Directors

0%

20%

10%

Audit Committee

Y

N

50%

Nomination & Retribution Committee

Y

N

50%

Code of Conduct

Y

N

50%

Anti-corruption policy

Y

N

50%

CO2 Generation (Kg)

Number of Employees
% Women
% Women Management Committee >20%
% Handicapped Employees
Workers´ Council (Y/N)

Number of Accidents (LTM)
% Accidents with Medical Leave (LTM)

Board of Directors
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4.2 Metalcaucho case study
Metalcaucho is a top European player in the rubber and metal automotive aftermarket. Acquired by AS1 in July 2015

“When we landed in Metalcaucho
as part of the buy-in team, we
found a company managed by the
founder, in a traditional way and
nobody had ever heard of ESG. We have introduced several initiatives since our entry
and we can proudly say that Metalcaucho
is a better company today than when we arrived”
Josep Granyo,
Metalcaucho CEO
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As Metalcaucho’s CEO states, the company has made considerable progress in ESG
implementation in the last 18 months:
Metalcaucho’s 2016 ESG progress
Environment
■■ Fully compliant with environmental laws and regulations.
■■ Recycling project in old warehouse.
■■ Waste disposal cycle within the new warehouse.
■■ LED lighting project in new warehouse to reduce electricity consumption and
improve working conditions.
■■ Main suppliers signed the ESG letter stating that they are compliant with
environmental regulation.
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Social
■■ Executed warehouse move to new state-of-the-art premises with improved
working conditions and safety.
■■ Improved signage within the new warehouse.
■■ Hiring policy has been adapted to increase diversity.
■■ Main suppliers signed the ESG letter stating that they are compliant with
social best practices.
Governance
■■ Set up a strong board of directors.
■■ Implemented Code of Conduct.
■■ Created Audit Commission and Compensation Committee.
■■ ESG Metrics have been selected and included in the monthly reporting tool.
Among all the policies implemented in the last 18 months, the one with largest
impact is undoubtedly the warehouse move project.

4.2.1 MC warehouse move
Context
Metalcaucho was situated in the urban area of the city of Barcelona, still in the
original premises where it was founded in the 1980s and expanded by acquiring
adjacent floors in different warehouses. This led to a chaotic warehouse layout,
with about 20 different floors at an average height of 2.5m in four different buildings (the main two were connected, one in the same street, and one across the
road). Working conditions in such a space where within legal requirements but
were not optimal and clearly were a bottle neck for future company growth.
Situation
The Metalcaucho buy-in team landed in the company in September 2015, replacing the former owner who was playing most management roles. After a few
months transitioning and taking grip of the business, the management team
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Before

Current
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communicated to the Board of Directors in January that working conditions
could be improved by relocating to new premises, and they believed, economic
cost would be minimal because a better layout would lead to lower need of
space in square meters (basic KPI to determine rental cost) and that employees
would be more productive and motivated. Preliminary consultant reports determined that one year was required to plan and execute such a move. An Abac
Operating Partner, expert in factory relocation, was appointed to lead the project
with the mandate to optimize transition costs and make it as smooth as possible.
Actions
Abac’s Operating Partner led the search for new premises while preparing operations – e.g. simplifying packaging sizes and starting the implementation of warehouse management systems. It took 5 months’ preparation (ideal layout definitions, premises search, rental agreement negotiation) and 2 months to adapt
the new premises to Metalcaucho’s needs and to start relocation. Management
and the Abac Operating Partner made a great effort to reduce timings to a record time, which allowed the warehouse move to be done in August, the quietest month of the year. 300 trucks were required to transport c.12m units.
Results: Move to new premises in Rubi, allowing:
■■ Major upgrade and cultural change
■■ Cost savings: more efficient layout led to less space required and rental in
Rubi is cheaper than in Barcelona (and only 15km away)
■■ Improved warehouse employee efficiency: In November 2016 Metalcaucho
already achieved all time high productivity ratings and keeps improving each
month
■■ Major upgrade of working conditions. Significant improvement in workspace
(for warehouse and office employees), with better lighting. Major upgrade to
state-of-the-art safety measures. Improved employee motivation and pride to
be part of Metalcaucho
■■ More space to be able to fit catalogue range growth over the next decade
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“I have been involved in the
warehouse move since the initial
planning. This has been a major
organizational upgrade, with
a significant improvement in
working conditions, to very high
standards. This has been a clear example that implementation of ESG measures can
have a positive economic impact: rental savings, higher employee productivity and, of
course, higher employee satisfaction.”
Enric Peradejordi
Abac Operating Partner and member of Metalcaucho’s Board
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4.3 Figueras’ case study
Figueras is a global leader in high-end sitting systems, with more than 90% international revenue. Acquired by AS1 in December 2015

“ESG is not a trend any more. It is a reality. ESG initiatives should be implemented because it is the right thing to do… and because it is proven that they have a positive economic
impact on top of a positive social and environmental impact! In Figueras we take the
implementation of measures to reduce waste, energy and water consumption and social
measures to keep our workforce trained and motivated, very seriously”
Marcos Carrasquilla
Figueras’ CEO
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Figueras prepares an anual ESG report. Please find a summary together with plan for
2017:
ESG improvements achieved until December 2016
Environmental
■■ Fully compliant with environmental regulation (UNE-EN ISO 14001:2004)
■■ Implementation of KPI system with metrics to track water, electricity consumption and waste generation
■■ Updated Environmental Formal Policy (30/06/2016)
■■ Continuous improvement program in factory’s environmental impact: goal
setting in water consumption, waste reduction and right management, electricity consumption, low voltage compliance and renewal of environmental
license. Specific completed projects include:
▶▶ Changing traditional lighting to Led technology
▶▶ Thermostats limitation
▶▶ Keep waste in Isocyanate and Polyol under 0.1%
▶▶ Less than 1.7% polyurethane rejection
Social
■■ Fully compliant with Spanish legislation concerning handicapped people
■■ Multiple training course for employees (technical training and languages)
■■ Work canteen awarded with AMED accreditation for Mediterranean and healthy cuisine
■■ Mobile app for employees to simplify all HR paperwork (holidays requests,
sick leaves,…)
Governance
■■ A strong Board of Directors has been set up following the acquisition
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■■ Specific mailbox created to report Code of Conduct non-compliance. Responsible manager designated for compliance matters
ESG improvements in progress: 2017 objectives
Environmental
■■ Implementation of measures required to obtain ISO 14006 in 2017
■■ New goals in the environmental program since 12/01/2017 (water consumption below 19l/p*day, waste reduction and Co2 management, electricity consumption below 20 kw/unit, achieving Eco Design certification under ISO
14006, adjustment to version 2015 of ISO 14001) with specific projects and
KPIs for example:
▶▶ Plastic outsourcing
▶▶ Continuous monitoring of consumption indicators
▶▶ Staff awareness
▶▶ Keep KR/KP under 2.0 KG
Social
■■ Definition and implementation of formal diversity policy in 2017
■■ Define a supplier approval process evaluating the supplier’s social and environmental commitment and set minimum compliance standards. Implement monitoring system
Governance
■■ Creation of a formal anti-corruption policy
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4.3.1 Figueras’ social policy

“I’ve always been a believer that
social policies improve employees’ satisfaction, which translates in higher
productivity and lower absenteeism:
training programs, family-work
conciliation programs, support to
handicapped employees, etc. Abac,
as new shareholder, has officialized
all ESG policies. Thanks to that, both employees and management are aware that their
shareholder cares about ESG and thus implementation becomes easier”
Carme Tomàs
Figueras’ HR Director and ESG Captain
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Figueras’ example has been used as a benchmark for other portfolio companies
as best practice in social policies implementation. Selected policies include:
■■ Training: full continuous training program including hard and soft skills.
Figueras offers free voluntary English, German and French lessons, despite not
being required for work, because this creates better professionals, more committed to a firm that cares about them and may eventually facilitate international promotion. What is really a best practice in terms of training is how
budget is allocated: training has an economic cost, close to zero, given the
effort put in by the HR Director in finding partnerships, sponsorships and public grants, proving that social measures don’t imply a cost for the company.
■■ Employee health: Figueras is committed with the employees’ health. On top
of rigorous safety measures in workplace, it has many initiatives to promote
healthy habits. As examples; the canteen at Figueras has been awarded by
AMED for its healthy food and they have an official running team, which does
regular training sessions and participates in popular races, which is a great
team building activity.
■■ Handicapped employees: Figueras collaborates with the Addecco Foundation, to promote diversity in workplace and is committed to equal opportunities for each individual. It also implemented many policies to support families
with handicapped members.
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4.4 The Pronokal’s Foundation
PronoKal is a leading medical dietary treatments player in Europe and Latin America.
PronoKal, whose acquisition was signed in December 2016, is the latest investment by
Abac’s fund. PronoKal has developed its own weight loss methodology, which requires
medical control and is based on a protein diet. It aims to create healthy lifestyle habits
with long-term results. PronoKal is a company with a clear social impact focus: help
people with serious obesity problems, improve their health and prevent sickness, and
in consequence, increase wellbeing and life quality.

“Pronokal has a social impact vision: improve
people’s healthcare by reducing obesity and improving nutrition. Hence, ESG is a fundamental
part of our business, and not only for what we
do but also for how we do it. We are very proud
of our diversity policy, employee satisfaction
and social impact initiatives channeled through
the Pronokal Foundation, among others.”
Joan Fondevila
Pronokal’ CEO

On top of being a business with a clear Impact angle, PronoKal has created a foundation to channel its social responsibility initiatives. The PronoKal Foundation is a non-profit organization that does specific initiatives to improve global nutrition and health, and
inform and promote healthy lifestyles with balanced diets worldwide.
The Pronokal’s Foundation covers a wide range of projects, including:
■■ Scientific projects (e.g. research on child anemia – risk factors and prevention)
■■ Social projects, such as:
▶▶ Doctors against obesity: manifesto by doctors and celebrities to join
and help promote healthy lifestyle
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▶▶ Construction of a hospital and maternity ward in Benin and donation
of medical equipment supplies
▶▶ Campaign to help refugees in Lesbos: collected 20,000 Kg of clothing
and 7,000€ cash from donors
▶▶ Collaboration with a few orphanages and NGOs in Mexico, providing
medical and nutritional support
▶▶ Organization of events to raise awareness on rare diseases and raise
money to help investigation
▶▶ Sponsorship of athletes in sports events in North Africa that raised
awareness on social problems and provided supplies for schools in a
deprived village in Senegal
▶▶ Donation of PronoKal food products to NGOs and social dining rooms
▶▶ Collaboration with hospitals and NGOs in social impact activities
▶▶ Training of Red Cross employees on nutrition related topics

Find more information in Pronokal’s Foundation webpage.
www.fundacionpronokal.org
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Abac Capital, S.L.
Lleó XIII, 24
08022 Barcelona
Telephone: +34 93 545 65 00
www.abaccapital.com

